
A
S igaming suppliers look to push the 

experts to keep their content in check and 

ensure the supply chain moves further into 

established and emerging markets.

When it comes to the content involved, 

three experts in the sector tell iNTERGAMINGi 

concepts and ideas.

business development and ISMS auditor at 

iTech Labs, says 2023 has been “characterised” 

classic content.

A TALENT CHALLENGE

other ITLs.

“We support our people to ensure they can 

deadlines” that the company has observed.

BRAZIL BUZZ

the US.

Compliance and testing experts from iTech Labs, GLI and eCOGRA report on the buzz 

in Brazil and why there is caution around AI

Testing 
unchartered territory

GIANLUCA SCASSA, EXECUTIVE 

MANAGER OF BUSINESS 

DEVELOPMENT AND ISMS 

AUDITOR AT ITECH LABS: 

“There is a lot of industry 

focus on Brazil at the 

moment and we 

foresee that the 

major expansion in 

the coming months 

and years.”

#COMPLIANCE

& TESTING
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THE ROLE OF PRE-COMPLIANCE

 iNTERGAMINGi.

RESPONSIBLE GAMING PROJECTS

JURIE VENTER, TECHNICAL 

COMPLIANCE MANAGER 

AT GLI EMEA: 

“The hype around this 

new technology is high 

and so is the interest, 

which has caused us 

to consider the 

broader picture 

about how we 

share data with 

systems outside 

the company.”

iTech Labs stand, ICE 2023
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“As we recognise the importance of 

responsible gaming, we evaluate these aspects 

very thoroughly,” he adds.

“We also make sure that the slightest 

ensures a safe gaming experience for players all 

around the world.”

CAUTION AROUND AI

As well as new igaming content and concepts, 

there is a wider discussion going on about how 

help innovate the inner workings of the industry.

which is in fact working with a double dose of 

emerging technology amid the rising use of 

cryptocurrency and blockchain.

AI in 2023. While predominantly text-based, it 

has also branched out into working with images.

AI, how do companies go about choosing which 

incorporate it?

at the moment and there seems to be a lot of 

McCallaghan tells iNTERGAMINGi.

“At eCOGRA we believe very strongly that 

experience and professional judgement of our 

the excellent service provided by our team 

and although developments in technology 

internal processes, it will never replace the 

human factor.”

Venter, meanwhile, admits that GLI is “not 

currently using any AI tools” and is “working 

While he says the “hype round this new 

technology is high,” Venter adds that GLI has 

taken a step back and is “considering the broader 

picture about how we share data with systems 

outside the company.”

“AI systems retain all data that is provided to 

them and the originator has no control over the 

data once it has been provided,” he explains.

breach in privacy law.

Apple employees because Apple is concerned 

TESTING CRASH GAMES

As for the technology that is having a direct 

impact on the igaming industry, the rise of 

crash games has been an industry talking point 

more streamlined gaming experiences to players, 

“Crash games are certainly gaining popularity 

and when addressing these types of games, we 

Labs markets such as Italy. 

becoming more common compared to three to 

four years ago, for example.”

gambling industry” with Aviator, for example.

what has facilitated the popularity boom in 

crash games.

and is available as open source on the internet,” 

he begins.

take the original back-end code and maths and 

cent of all crash games look the same and why 

the player can almost always play two hands at 

“Similar games to crash games are the tower 

older crypto casinos which is why their code is 

easy for companies to make their own clones.”

McCallaghan closes the compliance and 

has become a top focus for eCOGRA.

games,” he says.

“However, in terms of popular service lines, 

we are currently seeing growth in other areas. 

Entertainment have highlighted the urgent 

need for greater cybersecurity measures within 

the industry.

grow as the industry places more emphasis on 

those around responsible gambling controls.”

Overall, the rise in the amount and complexity 

companies must be on their toes and be mindful 

of the constantly changing winds of the industry.

avenue to explore, skilled employees remain 

at the heart of the sector and will certainly not 

be the next tranche of workers to be replaced 

by technology.

SHAUN MCCALLAGHAN, 

CEO AT ECOGRA: 

“eCOGRA was founded 

on the ideals of player 

conduct and fair gaming 

and that has 

driven our work 
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